
Videoconferenz CED Working Group 18.6.2020 15.00 

Participants: 

Poland AS POL Andrzej Salacki 

Poland DK Daniel Karpiński 

Hungary AL HUN Anikó Losonczy not with us this time 

Hungary OH Orsolya Hillier  

Czech Republic  Simona Fialová was not able to join us  

Czech Republic LS Mgr. Lenka Sekanivoá 

Slovakia IV Ilja Vietor 

Austria SMT Elisabeth Max-Theurer 

Austria DS Didi Sifkovits 

Austria AS AUT FN Alice Schwab 

FEI Task Force TB Thomas Baur 

 

SMT welcomes all the participants 

AS POL sent us an Email before the meeting: 

Dear Colleagues, 

with reference to the article "Top Hat or Helmet - Shouldn't it be Each Rider's Choice?" in 

Eurodressage, I would like to express my support for the theses contained in it by Daniel Pinto, which I 

also encourage other CED members. Considering the riders experience, safety, elegance, tradition and 

image in the media, I think that the best solution is to leave Grand Prix riders to choose their 

headgear. I have talked to many people related to dressage on this subject and I know that I am not 

alone in my opinion. 

Regards Andrzej 

We discussed this item and all fully agree but as TB and DS said it is already decided by the FEI. 

So we only could bring in a new proposal. 

DS will bring it up in the SG meeting and look if he can find some strong nations who are on our side. 

AS POL will again discuss it in the trainers and riders club – they also have to become active if they 

agree with the proposal 

Maybe only for 4*and 5* shows, W-Cup and Championships would have a better chance to find a 

majority. 

AS POL are there any news about WC Qualifier Shows?  

TB I think they will take place – it is starting with Mariakalnok CE League but it is still to early to know 

for sure 



LS is answering the question – Brno will take place on the last weekend in August when the 

Hungarian- CH are over 

OH tells us that the first Vet Check for the Children will be on Sunday 9th 

SMT All judges are not fixed right now because not everyone can do it all 

TB the FEI is working on it and the list should be ready next week 

DK asked IV about Borders from Poland to Hungary and he found out that it may be necessary that 

you need a test when you go from SVK back to POL and sent us this link where everybody can look up 

the latest news about: 

Slovakia Introduces Free Movement for Citizens and an Unlimited Border Regime with 19 European 

Countries.  

https://www.mzv.sk/web/varsava-en/detail/-/asset_publisher/XptbLMYwZmJ6/content/slovensko-

zaviedlo-pre-obcanov-volny-pohyb-a-neobmedzeny-hranicny-rezim-s-19-europskymi-krajinami-

rezort-diplomacie-vyzyva-na-opatrnost-a-do-zvysku-

sv/10182?p_p_auth=36p7ioIS&_101_INSTANCE_XptbLMYwZmJ6_redirect=%2Fweb%2Fvarsava-en 

SMT asked if there will be a testing possibility at shows in HUN for people who need it for going back 

OH didn´t know but will ask 

SMT and TB told us about the new online trainings-system which Daniel Göhlen has developed and 

which is already running in cooperation with the German FN 

https://www.pferd-aktuell.de/news/aktuelle-meldungen/fei---fn---dokr/fn-levelup-erfolgreich-

gestartet- 

Maybe Daniel Göhlen can join us in one of the next meetings and introduce it to us. 

 

SMT Thanks everybody for joining – looks forward to see most of you in Mariakalnok  

take care 
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